Generalization of geometric phase to completely positive maps
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We generalize the notion of relative phase to completely positive maps with known unitary representation, based on interferometry. Parallel transport conditions that define the geometric phase
for such maps are introduced. The interference effect is embodied in a set of interference patterns
defined by flipping the environment state in one of the two paths. We show for the qubit that this
structure gives rise to interesting additional information about the geometry of the evolution defined
by the CP map.

Berry’s [1] discovery of a geometric phase accompanying cyclic adiabatic evolution has triggered an immense
interest in holonomy effects in quantum mechanics and
has led to many generalizations. The restriction of adiabaticity was removed by Aharonov and Anandan [2], who
pointed out that the geometric phase is due to the curvature of the projective Hilbert space. It was extended to
noncyclic evolution by Samuel and Bhandari [3] (see also
Refs. [4]), based on Pancharatnam’s [5] work on interference of classical light in distinct states of polarization.
Another development of geometric phase was initiated by
Uhlmann [6] who introduced this notion to mixed quantal states. More recently another mixed state geometric
phase in the particular case of unitary evolution was discovered in the context of interferometry [7].
The geometric phase has shown to be useful in the
context of quantum computing as a tool to achieve faulttolerance [8]. For practical implementations of geometric
quantum computing, it is important to understand the
behavior of the geometric phase in the presence of decoherence. For this, we generalize in this Letter the idea in
[7] to completely positive (CP) maps, i.e. we define the
relative (Pancharatnam) phase and introduce a notion of
parallel transport with concomitant geometric phase for
such maps. These generalized concepts reduces to that
of [7] in the case of unitary evolutions.
Let us first consider a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
with a variable relative U (1) phase χ in one of the interferometer beams (the reference beam) and assume that
the interfering particles carry an additional internal degree of freedom, such as spin or polarization, in a pure
state |ki. The other beam (the target beam) is exposed
to the unitary operator Ui , yielding the output interference pattern I ∝ 1 + ν cos(χ − α), which is completely

determined by the complex quantity
νeiα = hk|Ui |ki.

(1)

Thus, by varying χ, the relative phase α and visibility
ν can be distinguished experimentally. We note that α
is a shift in the maximum of the interference pattern, a
fact that motivated Pancharatnam [5] to define it as the
relative phase between the internal states |ki and Ui |ki
of the two beams.
Pancharatnam’s analysis was generalized in [7] to
mixed states undergoing unitary evolution as follows.
Assume that the
PNincoming particle is in a mixed internal state ρ = k=1 wk |kihk|, where N is the dimension
of the internal Hilbert space. Each pure component |ki
of this mixture contributes an interference profile given
by hk|Ui |ki =Pνk eiαk weighted
P by the its probability wk
yielding I = kP
wk Ik ∝ 1 + k wk νk cos[χ − αk ]. Noting
that Tr(Ui ρ) = wk hk|Ui |ki, this can also be written as
I ∝ 1 + |Tr(Ui ρ)| cos[χ − arg Tr(Ui ρ)]. The key result
is that the interference fringes, produced by varying the
phase χ, is shifted by α = arg Tr(Ui ρ) and that this shift
reduces to Pancharatnam’s original prescription for pure
states. These two facts are the central properties for α
being a natural generalization of Pancharatnam’s relative phase to mixed states undergoing unitary evolution.
Furthermore, it is clear that the quantity that extends
that of Eq. (1) to mixed states is
νeiα = Tr(Ui ρ),

(2)

with visibility ν = |Tr(Ui ρ)|.
Nonunitary evolution of a quantal state may be conveniently modeled by appending an environment in a pure
state that we designate |0e i, i.e.
̺ = ρ ⊗ |0e ih0e |,

(3)
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FIG. 1: Interferometer for determining complete interference
information.

and letting the combined state evolve unitarily as ̺ →
†
̺′ = Uie ̺Uie
with given Uie . The evolved density matrix of the internal part is obtained by tracing over this
environment yielding
X
ρ′ = Tre ̺′ =
mµ ρm†µ ,
(4)
µ

where the Kraus operators are mµ = hµe |Uie |0e i [9] in
terms of an orthonormal basis {|µe i}, µ = 0, . . . , K −1 ≥
N , of the K−dimensional Hilbert space of the environment. This map Λ is completely positive (CP), i.e. it
takes density operators into density operators, and all
trivial extensions I ⊗ Λ likewise. Conversely, any CP
map has a Kraus representation of the form Eq. (4).
Using Eq. (2), the interference pattern for the incoming
state in Eq. (3), evolved with Uie in the target beam, is
described by




(5)
ν0 eiα0 = Trie Uie ̺ = Tri m0 ρ ,
where we have used h0e |µe i = δ0µ . The quantity α0
is a natural definition of relative phase as it shifts the
maximum of the interference pattern and reduces to the
phase defined in [7] for unitarily evolving mixed states.
Since phase information has leaked from the system
part, the interference information contained in Eq. (5) is
only partial. The remaining part may be uncovered by
flipping the state of the environment associated with the
reference beam to an orthogonal state |µe 6= 0e i (Fig. 1)
[12]. This transformation may be represented by the operator


 iχ 
0 0
e 0
U=
⊗ Uie +
⊗ 1i ⊗ F0e →µe , (6)
0 1
0 0
where the first matrix in each term represents the spatial part and the operator F0e →µe flips |0e i to |µe 6= 0e i.
Fig. 2 shows the equivalent quantum network. The interference pattern is determined by


νµ eiαµ = Trie Uie ρ|0e ih0e |F0†e →µe




= Trie Uie ρ|0e ihµe | = Tri mµ ρ
(7)
iαµ

for each µ = 1, . . . , K − 1. The set {νµ e }, µ =
0, . . . , K − 1, contains maximal information about the
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FIG. 2: Quantum network for interferometry of a state undergoing a CP map.

interference effect associated with the CP map, by measuring on the system alone. For unitarily evolving mixed
states one obtains νµ = δ0µ , due to orthogonality of the
environmental states, and the surviving interference pattern Eq. (5) reduces to that of [7].
The results above can be derived by considering purifications. We may lift ̺ in Eq. (3) to a purified state |Ψi
by attaching an ancilla according to
X√
|Ψi =
wk |ki i|0e i|ka i
(8)
k

with {|ka i} a basis in an auxiliary Hilbert space of dimension at least as large as that of the internal Hilbert space.
This state is mapped by the operators U = Uie ⊗ Ia and
F = Ii ⊗ F0e →µe ⊗ Ia in the target and reference beam,
respectively, i.e.
X√ 

wk Uie |ki i|0e i |ka i,
|Ψtar i =
k

|Ψref i =

X√


wk |ki i F0e →µe |0e i |ka i,

(9)

k

Their inner-product becomes
X
hΨref |Ψtar i =
wk hki |h0e |F0†e →µe Uie |0e i|ki i
k

=

X
k

wk hki |mµ |ki i = Tri (mµ ρ)

(10)

in agreement with Eqs. (5) and (7).
To illustrate the above, let us consider the depolarization channel [10] acting on a qubit in the initial state
ρ = 21 (I + r · σ), where r = (x, y, z) is the Bloch vector
with the length |r| ≤ 1, σ = (σx , σy , σz ) are the standard
Pauli matrices, and I is the 2 × 2 unit matrix. We will
model this with the Kraus operators
p
p
m0 = 1 − p I, m1 = p/3 σx ,
p
p
(11)
m2 = p/3 σy , m3 = p/3 σz
that map ρ → ρ′ = 12 (I + r′ · σ). Here, m1 , m2 , and
m3 , correspond to bit flip, both bit and phase flip, and
phase flip, respectively. p is the probability that one

3
of these errors occurs and it determines the shrinking
factor |r ′ |/|r| = (1 − 4p/3) of the Bloch vector. Exposing
the depolarization channel to one of the interferometer
beams, the interference pattern is determined by Eq. (5)
as
p
(12)
ν0 eiα0 = Tri (ρm0 ) = 1 − p.

This quantity is real and positive so that α0 = 0, thus
√ the
channel only reduces the visibility by the factor 1 − p.
If the state of the environment is flipped to any of the
other |µe i’s the interference pattern Eq. (7) is determined
by
r
p
iαµ
rµ ,
(13)
= Tri (ρmµ ) =
νµ e
3

where rµ = x, y, z for µ = 1, 2, 3, respectively. These are
also real and positive so that αµ = 0. The only effect is
a nonvanishing
p visibility proportional to the probability
amplitude p/3 associated with the corresponding error. The absence of phase shifts can be understood from
the fact that the depolarization channel only shrinks the
length of the Bloch vector.
Another illustration of the general formalism above is
provided by the amplitude damping channel [10], which
models, e.g., the decay of an atom from one of its excited
states to its ground state by emitting a photon. It may
be described by the Kraus operators
√
1−p
1
(I − σz ),
m0 = (I + σz ) +
2
2
√
p
(σx + iσy ),
(14)
m1 =
2
where p is the decay probability. When no photon has
been emitted in the reference beam the interference pattern is determined by

p
p
1
ν0 eiα0 = Tri (ρm0 ) =
1 + 1 − p + z[1 − 1 − p] ,
2
(15)
which is real and positive so that α0 = 0, and only the
visibility ν0 is affected anisotropically by the channel.
On the other hand, if a photon has been emitted in the
reference beam, we obtain
√
p
ν1 eiα1 = Tri (ρm1 ) =
(x + iy),
(16)
2
being dependent only upon the x−y projection of the initial Bloch vector. Here, the visibility decrease is propor√
tional to the decay probability amplitude p and there is
a shift in the interference oscillations determined by the
angle of the x − y projection to the x axis. By checking
whether or not there is a photon in the reference beam it
should be possible experimentally to distinguish the two
interference patterns determined by Eqs. (15) and (16)
by post-selection.

In the general case, it is convenient to make a polar
decomposition of mµ such that
mµ = h µ u µ ,

(17)

where hµ is Hermitian and positive, and uµ is unitary.
The action of each mµ is uniquely defined up to N phase
factors by the evolution of the system’s density operator.
This ambiguity must be associated with the corresponding unitarity uµ as the Hermitian part is unique.
Let us clarify this point for a qubit, where we may
write uµ = e−iθµ eµ ·σ and hµ = aµ + bµ · σ. It is possible
to evaluate Eq. (7) for ρ = 21 (I + r · σ) yielding
νµ eiαµ = (aµ + r · bµ ) cos θµ + (r × eµ ) · bµ sin θµ
−i(eµ · bµ + aµ r · eµ ) sin θµ .

(18)

Now, with r = rn the density operator is unaffected
by the change uµ → uµ e−iγµ n·σ as the additional part
commutes with ρ. However, the interference pattern is
determined by this new unitarity and therefore changes
according to
cos θµ → cos θ̃µ = cos θµ cos γµ − eµ · n sin θµ sin γµ

eµ sin θµ → ẽµ sin θ̃µ = n cos θµ sin γµ

+eµ sin θµ cos γµ + eµ × n sin θµ sin γµ ,(19)

where uµ e−iγµ n·σ = e−iθ̃µ ẽµ ·σ .
The phase ambiguity can be removed by introducing
a notion of parallel transport and concomitant geometric phases for a continuous (time) parametrization of the
CP map. For each interference pattern, the N parallel
transport conditions read
hk|ũ†µ (t)ũ˙ µ (t)|ki = 0,

k = 1, . . . N,

(20)

where we have decomposed mµ (t) = hµ (t)uµ (t) =
hµ (t)vµ ũµ (t) with vµ = uµ (0) completely specified by the
channel, ũµ (0) = 1, and we have assumed hµ (0) = δµ0 .
These conditions naturally extend those in Eq. (13) of [7]
to the case of CP maps. They are sufficient and necessary to arrive at a unique notion of geometric phase in
the context of single-particle interferometry. The set of
these geometric phases for µ = 0, . . . , K − 1 provides the
complete geometric picture of the CP map in interferometry, given the unitary representation.
Now, let us assume for simplicity that hµ and ρ diagonalize in the same basis {|ki} for all t ≥ 0. In the cyclic
µ
case, where for each k we have ũµ : |ki → eiβk |ki, βkµ being the corresponding cyclic pure state geometric phase,
the interference pattern is given by
X
(µ)
νµ eiΦµ =
wk hk|hµ |kihk|vµ |kieiβk ,
(21)
k

where all hk|hµ |ki ≥ 0 are real-valued as hµ is Hermitian
and positive.
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Let us use Eq. (21) to compute the geometric phase
for a qubit with r 6= 0 in the depolarization channel
with a unitary rotation added. Thus, we replace the
Kraus operators mµ in Eq. (11) by mµ ũ with ũ being an
SU (2) operator that fulfills the parallel transport conditions Eq. (20). Here, hµ is diagonal for all Kraus operators, (v1 , v2 , v3 ) = (σx , σy , σz ), and ũµ = ũ for all µ. For
cyclic ũ, the interference patterns are determined by
p
ν0 eiΦ0 =
1 − p(cos(Ω/2) + ir sin(Ω/2))

with known unitary representation, based on interferometry. We have further introduced parallel transport conditions that define the geometric phase for such maps.
The interference effect is embodied in a set of interference patterns defined by flipping the environment state
in one of the two particle beams. We have shown in the
qubit case that this structure gives rise to interesting additional information about the geometry of the evolution
defined by the CP map. We hope that this work will
trigger new experiments on geometric phases for quantal
systems exposed to environmental interactions.

(22)
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ν1 eiΦ1 = 0
ν2 eiΦ2 = 0
p
p/3(r cos(Ω/2) + i sin(Ω/2))
ν3 eiΦ3 =

with Ω the solid angle enclosed by the loop on the Bloch
sphere. The first interference pattern is precisely
that ob√
tained in [7] modified by a visibility factor 1 − p. ν1 and
ν2 vanish since the corresponding errors involve bit flips.
Surprisingly, the pure phase flip in the last interference
pattern introduces a nontrivial change in the appearance
of r. This is due to the fact that this phase flip introduces an additional relative sign between the weights of
the pure state interference patterns and is purely an effect of the decoherence.
We may also consider the case where ũ takes |0i →
|1i and vice versa. Any such ũ fulfilling the parallel transport conditions Eq. (20) may be written as
e−i(π/2)[cos ϕσx +sin ϕσy ] . Here, only the errors containing bit flips produce a nonvanishing interference effect
that can be interpreted geometrically by noting that the
SU (2) error operators iv1 and iv2 are themselves taking
|0i → |1i and |1i → |0i along geodesics intersecting the y
and x axis, respectively. Thus, iv1 ũ defines a closed loop
on the Bloch sphere that encloses the solid angle 2π − 2ϕ,
yielding
r h
i
p 1+r
1−r
iΦ1
h0|iv1 ũ|0i +
h1|iv1 ũ|1i
= −i
ν1 e
3
2
2
r
p −iπ/2
e
(cos ϕ + ir sin ϕ).
(23)
=
3
Similarly, iv2 ũ defines the solid angle 3π − 2ϕ, so that
the interference pattern is determined by
r h
i
p 1+r
1−r
iΦ2
= −i
ν2 e
h0|iv2 ũ|0i +
h1|iv2 ũ|1i
3
2
2
r
p −iπ
e (r cos ϕ + i sin ϕ).
(24)
=
3
Again, there is a nontrivial change in the appearance of r
in the last expression due to the fact that this error also
contains a phase flip.
To summarize, we have provided a generalization of
the notion of relative phase to completely positive maps

Note added: After completing this work, it has come
to our knowledge that Peixoto de Faria et al. [11] have
arrived at the interference pattern described by Eq. (5)
in the context of measurement theory.
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